
You Can Always Rely on a Premier Inn 

You thank the bus driver as you disembark onto the warm tarmac of the Premier Inn car-park. The 
pneumatic hiss of its departure fades into the haze of the M6, joining the heat of ten thousand other 
engines, while you are left with just a suitcase. In the near distance, the brown-bricked, stacked 
stronghold builds an irregular outline behind its welcome sign: the sleepy moon and stars of Premier Inn. 
A few scattered trees and cars rest sporadically atop the grass and tarmac. Rolling hills mimic the 
undulating metal of boots and bonnets, interrupted by a glassy stream weaving its way through the 
landscape. The sky is bright and sparse of cloud – a familiar and comforting sight. 

You approach the Premier Inn through the car-park, dragging a red suitcase with faulty wheels that stick 
and buckle, sending vibrations up through the plastic handle and jarring your arm. It’s a routine issue, 
made worse by the added weight of your possessions. You’re almost at the entrance when uneven ground 
catches you off guard, twisting the suitcase from your grip. It totters then falls on its front. As you sigh 
and bend over to pick it up you notice a rogue packet of hula hoops nestled by the curb. Its open, silver 
lining refracts dancing sunlight into your eyes, taunting you. It looks as though it might still have some 
hula hoops in it, so you pick it up to check. There’s one hoop left, not enough to eat. You stuff the packet 
into your trouser pocket rather than dropping it, because even though it isn’t your litter it would still 
technically be littering. 

Heaving your suitcase up the entrance steps, you glance across the carpark at the snaking hills, now 
capped with creeping cloud. 

***** 

A grunt of exhaustion escapes your lips as you rest your suitcase on the metal floor of the elevator. The 
scuffle of your shoes feels out the textured grooves, dulling them under the wear of heel to steel. Dimly lit 
buttons scale the wall: B, G, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. As you reach for button ‘6’ your peripheral vision is 
interrupted by two figures: a parent and child. 

Parent rushes Parent’s Child into the elevator, flashing you a polite smile: 

“Sorry, this elevator just takes so long, we didn’t want to miss it.” 

Parent’s Child stares up at you with bulging blue eyes. An uncomfortable twinge in the bottom of your 
stomach forces you to break eye contact, averting your gaze to Parent. 

“Are you getting out?” Parent asks, reclining slightly against the mirrored wall. 

“No – sorry.” 

You quickly press button ‘6’ and watch the doors shudder shut. Parent’s Child is definitely still staring, 
their invisible impression arresting your eyes to look elsewhere. 



“Are you here on holiday?” Parent asks. 

“No… you?” you reply, grateful for the brief distraction. 

“Oh, yes! We’ve been making the most of the swimming pool.” 

“There’s a swimming pool?” 

Your stomach drops as the lift stops on the sixth floor. You half-heartedly gesture at the open doors in an 
attempt at politeness. Parent’s Child begins to step forwards, only to be stopped by Parent’s hand on their 
shoulder. 

“We’re staying on the first floor.” Parent smiles. 

“Oh, ok,” you reply, grabbing your case and heaving it out, just as the elevator doors jerk into motion, 
“Nice meeting you–” 

Your words are met with the defiant metallic silence of sealed doors, broken only by the analogue ticking 
of your watch. Someone gave it to you as a gift a few years ago, and the red leather strap exactly matches 
your suitcase. 

A strange thought passes momentarily: why didn’t Parent press the button for the first floor after they got 
into the lift? Or take the stairs, for that matter? It’s an uncomfortable train of thought, so you brush it off. 

The sixth-floor corridor stretches off to your right in one long stream of faded carpet. Tiny grey and red 
flecks nestle amongst the fibers, bedding down in the surrounding sea of purple, interrupted only by 
crusty islands from dropped food and shoe stains.  

You are staying in room 602, which is surprisingly far from the elevator, down the other end of the 
corridor next to room 601. Resting the weight of your suitcase on the wall between the two doors, you 
reach into your pocket, rustling around the scrunched-up hula hoops packet. It’s at this moment you 
realise that you haven’t got a key because you forgot to check in. 

You roll your eyes in exasperation, vision coming to rest on the suitcase. There’s no way you’re carrying 
that all the way back to the elevator, down into the foyer, up in the elevator and back down this corridor. 
You haven’t seen any other guests except Parent and Parent’s Child, so you doubt anyone would steal it. 

Better safe than sorry. 

You knock gingerly on the door of Room 601, not quite committed to your plan. After a few uneasy 
seconds, an elderly face peers round the door. 

“Hello,” you say, taking a shuffling step backwards. 

“Hello,” replies Old Person, placing one wrinkled hand around the door. 



“Hi, sorry to bother you, but I’m meant to be staying in room 602,” you gesture vaguely to the door, “I’ve 
forgotten to check in – could you keep an eye on my suitcase for a few minutes?” 

“This suitcase? Yes.” Old Person replies, slipping out from behind the door to touch the case gently with 
one foot. 

“Yeah, if you don’t mind?” 

“I’m a retired doctor.” 

“Oh, ok… that’s… That’s nice.” 

“A retired doctor…” echoes Retired Doctor Old Person. 

You leave Retired Doctor on that statement and rush towards the elevator, bathed in bewilderment. 

Your watch reads exactly 2PM. 

***** 

The drag and heave of your stomach comes to an uncomfortable standstill as the elevator arrives on the 
ground floor. Shivering metal doors flinch away to unveil the foyer: a spacious room, void of any guests 
but yourself. It is, however, inhabited by several large, leafy plants, reaching up and around the excess 
space in search of assertion. There are a few heavily padded blue chairs huddled round a glass table 
littered with magazines. 

“Can I help you?” A voice rises from behind the vast reception desk. As you hastily follow it, its source 
comes into view – first a pair of thick, round glasses, followed by a smart-looking shirt and two hands 
whirring away at the keyboard. 

“Can I help you?” Glasses repeats, without looking up from the computer screen. 

“Yes, sorry – I’m trying to pick up my key.” 

“What room are you in?” Glasses asks, placing both hands on their lap and tilting their gaze towards you. 
They nudge the frames from sliding down the bridge of their nose, causing the overhead lights to reflect 
off the round rims, concealing what lies behind. 

“Uh… room 602.” You lean your chest against the wooden fortitude of desk. 

“Room 602…” Glasses pauses, this time their vision blocked by the glare of computer screen, “This 
should be ok?” 

They stand up and reach one hand over the counter towards you. You quickly brush your sweaty palm off 
on your trousers and extend it. The familiar weight of cold metal coins drops into your hand. Glasses sits 



back down. You dazedly waver for a second before looking at the contents: one twenty pence, one fifty 
pence, three ten pence pieces and four five pence pieces. 

“This isn’t…” you trail off, divided between confusion and counting. 

“Is that all you require?” Glasses returns to their computer. 

The lines on your palm mimic the increasing folds of your forehead, wrestling with the urge to say more. 
You decide against it and start walking slowly back to the elevator. Nobody has called it since, so you 
step right in, all the while hypnotized by the pile of change nesting in your grip, estranged and resting in 
the dip of your skin. The coins shift and jangle as you might expect, slipping over one another like they’re 
in a 2p drop machine. 

As you tread into the carpet of the sixth-floor corridor, you glance at your watch, which reads 2:15PM. 
You clench your fist around the metal coins, warmed in your balmy palm, pace quickening as you see 
your suitcase has been left unattended. Retired Doctor is nowhere to be seen, and you wonder how long 
your belongings have been abandoned. Another more troubling thought arises from the depths of your 
subliminal self: Why would they leave it? 

You find an insufficient answer resting on top of your suitcase: a torn piece of card with the words 
‘GONE 2 BREAKFAST’ scrawled across it in forceful black ink. Flipping it around, you recognise that 
the card has been ripped from a Weetabix packet. There’s no sign of Retired Doctor, although you feel a 
bit miffed that they so readily deserted, leaving you alone in the sixth-floor corridor with a scrap of a 
Weetabix packet and a handful of change. 

Just above the doorknob to Room 602 is a metal square with a neat slit cut straight down the middle. Not 
knowing what else to do, you slot in twenty pence, then five pence, then five pence, then ten pence, then 
fifty pence, then ten pence, then five pence, then five pence, then ten pence. 

The door swings open theatrically, unmasking a dark interior. The silence of the sixth-floor corridor is 
weighty and wet, like being draped in a damp towel – drenching your shallow breaths. You clear your 
throat for some comfort, then sling your suitcase into the darkness and close the door. 

You walk briskly back along the corridor. Your watch reads 2:17PM. 

***** 

The dining hall is crammed full of tables and chairs, conversing amongst the clink and clatter of cutlery 
against crockery. What gaps left between have evenly distributed the noise to a consistent hum: ever 
present yet increasingly imperceptible as you grow accustomed to the room. It’s thickly carpeted, 
depressing your foot with every sinking tread. Chandeliers hang from bronze sculpted branches, casting a 
comfortable glow and diluting shadows to vague patches of mystery. They root themselves in a ring 
around an intricate fresco. You tilt your head back to study it, following the spiralling figures to the 



ceiling’s centre, all the while wondering how on earth someone could have painted it without all the blues 
and reds and greens and browns dripping down into their gaping mouth. 

You look around for Retired Doctor, as you’re still a bit annoyed that they abandoned your suitcase, but 
they are nowhere to be seen. The only face you find is that of Parent’s Child, eyes just surfacing over the 
starched white tablecloth, staring at you like the dead-eyed sharks behind aquarium glass.  

You approach in the assumption that Parent will be nearby, but they too are nowhere to be seen. Parent’s 
Child is staring up at you, with the fabric of the tablecloth tucked neatly into their striped t-shirt. You 
place one hand on the chair opposite and awkwardly take a seat. It’s disconcerting only being able to see 
the top of their head. 

“Do you want me to get you a highchair?” 

Parent’s Child says nothing. You decide to get up and have a look for one anyway, even though it isn’t 
really your job. All the highchairs seem to be stacked up behind the buffet cart, shielded by a fortress of 
hash browns, baked beans, bacon and scrambled egg. You reach over and attempt to wrestle one out. It 
proves tricky, as you’re coming at it from a funny angle and don’t have much room for manoeuvring the 
sharp metal legs and plastic seating. The highchair seems to be fighting against you at every chance, 
aggressively unfolding and tangling itself with its platoon. 

On your third attack it collides with the buffet cart, crashing it sideways and spilling hot baked beans 
everywhere. Splashes of bean juice spatter your hands, sticking like napalm. You recoil from the boiling 
brown mess, shaking your hands in a desperate attempt to stop the burning. Most of it hits your crotch and 
is beginning to seep through your trousers onto the skin below. Instinctively, you grab the tablecloth and 
begin to dab at the thick juices to soak them up. A few stray beans fall from your form and onto the floor. 

“Are you ok?” 

You feel a firm hand on your shoulder and turn around to see Glasses. They quickly take their hand off 
and begin moving the buffet cart back into place: four habitual dips in the thick carpet where its wheels 
had been resting. 

“Sorry – I was just trying to get a highchair.” 

“The highchairs are for under 5’s only.” Glasses replies, straightening up and looking at your crotch, “Can 
I get you some tissue?” 

“I think I’ve got most of it… sorry about the tablecloth.” 

You glance down at the sodden mess, considering its consequences. Bean juice isn’t sticky, in fact it 
usually dries to a sort of stiff patch – not pleasant, but bearable. Looking up, you notice Glasses has gone 
and you are once again in the company of Parent’s Child. 



***** 

“I’m sorry, I couldn’t get a highchair.” 

You sit down opposite them, resuming temporary responsibility, absent-mindedly placing your hand in 
one pocket and feeling the crunch of the hula-hoops packet. 

“Are you hungry? I could get you some food…” 

Parent’s Child breaks their stare and grins. Their undulating gums appear first, unevenly dispersed with 
little white teeth simultaneously occupying and dangling on in attempted abandonment. Their gum line 
drops in several spots where teeth have been lost, housing only residual morsels of freshly chewed food. 
As the corners of their mouth widen, you notice a familiar orange stain seeping out onto the skin around 
their lips. You lift yourself from your seat to look at the contents of the tablecloth tucked in around 
Parent’s Child’s collar. 

A small basin of swimming baked beans is gathered at its base, held in suspension between Parent’s 
Child’s neck and the weight of the table. They pool in the centre like baby tadpoles – half submerged, half 
suffocating. 

You lean forward to try and do something, then realise it’s probably not your place. Parent’s Child dunks 
one juice-covered hand into the bean lagoon and probes around with their tiny fingers. They extract a 
single baked bean and triumphantly devour it, letting the orange sauce smear either side of their mouth. 

You sigh and sit back down, appetite ruined. Your mind wanders to Parent – surely Parent’s Child isn’t 
old enough to be left unsupervised. You think about asking Parent’s Child where Parent is, but decide 
that’s unwise: they might start crying and you certainly don’t want that on your hands. 

“Are you on holiday here, then?” you ask - a half hearted attempt to break the silence. 

Parent’s Child nods while they finish chewing. 

“Are you enjoying it?” 

“No.” Parent’s Child answers flatly. 

“Oh… I’m sure that’s not true…” You reply, slightly taken aback, “Didn’t you say in the elevator that 
you’ve been to the swimming pool?” 

“I do not like swimming.” 

“Why not?” 

“I cannot swim.” Parent’s Child begins fishing for another baked bean. 



“What do you like doing?” you ask, feeling a bit sorry for Parent’s Child. 

“I like to be creative.” 

“I’m sure I could find you some crayons or something,” you reply, watching Parent’s Child masticate the 
chosen baked bean into a manageable morsel. 

You get up to search for some crayons, figuring it will be an easier task than watching Parent’s Child eat. 
You don’t find any by the buffet cart, so you leave Parent’s Child alone at the table, again noting the 
ceiling fresco. It must be something biblical. All the painted figures are draped in robes and togas, 
articulating and bargaining between their huddles, all side profiles and gesturing hands. 

You walk out into the still silence of the foyer. Glasses is sitting behind the massive reception desk at the 
computer. 

“Hello, sorry, it’s me again.” You say, feeling guilty for having bothered them so often in such a short 
amount of time. 

“Can I help you?” Glasses continues working at the computer. 

“I was just wondering if you had any crayons? Or, like, anything for kids?” 

“Do you have a child?” 

“No, it’s not my child really.” 

“We can have some crayons brought up as room service,” Glasses pauses to look up from the computer, 
“Would you like that?” 

“Uh… yeah, sure.” 

Glasses returns their gaze to the computer. You stay for a few moments, but they clearly have nothing 
more to add, so you walk hesitantly back to the elevator and press the button to call it. You glance at your 
watch, which reads 4:16PM. There’s too much to think about, and you wonder if going for a swim might 
be a good idea. You step into the elevator, then turn around and press the button for the sixth floor. As the 
metal doors are shuddering shut, you notice Glasses stand up from their desk and look directly at you. The 
doors close. 

***** 

You feel on edge as you disembark to the dark carpet of the sixth-floor. In the few moments it takes for 
the corridor lights to activate, you lose your bearings – struggling to remember your room number 
amongst the sundry of wooden doors running the corridor towards domestic horizon. But then you spot 
the warm yellow scrap of torn Weetabix packet: a branded beacon luring your weary tread to the 
seclusion and bed of Room 602. 



As your palm grasps the thick, brass handle, the door immediately yields. You remember closing it behind 
you when you dropped your case off, so it must’ve come loose with a gust of wind… or perhaps the 
cleaners were in. Shuffling into its darkness, you flail your hands around for a light switch, blindly 
brushing the textured walls with lingering fingertips until you feel the welcome relief of hard plastic. 

The bulb flickers on graciously, washing your single-bed room in artificial brilliance. It’s overwhelmingly 
purple, but that’s only expected from a Premier Inn. The few stripes of white neatly fence the mattress, 
sheets and pillows, mimicked in one long, ivory line behind the bed on the back wall. There’s an en-suite, 
but before you can explore it your attention is diverted. 

Your suitcase isn’t where you left it… In fact, it’s not in the room at all. 

You search everywhere for it, though there aren’t many places it would feasibly fit out of your view. As a 
last resort, you clumsily drop to all fours – hands and knees resting deep in the familiar scratch of carpet. 
You sink your chest to kiss the floor and press your right cheek into its surface. It smells like chlorine and 
dust. You peer into the dark underbelly of the double bed and feel it stare back at you. Your case isn’t 
under there. 

Sighing deeply, you rock back on your heels and heave yourself up to sit on the side of the bed. Only 
Retired Doctor really knew about your case, and you haven’t seen them for some time. You think about 
going to knock on their door and confront them about it, but they’re quite old. You also remember your 
impending room service. It would be a shame to miss it, and you feel increasingly responsible for Parent’s 
Child. 

***** 

You attempt to distract yourself and turn on the TV. The remote seems to be out of battery, so you only 
have control of the volume and the input, while the channel itself is stuck on Dave. As it’s daytime, 
you’re not surprised to find yourself in the middle of a Storage Hunters omnibus. You tune it out, 
collapsing back into the pseudo-comfort of a freshly made bed. There’s a bedside table to your left, 
housing the obligatory landline and lamp, with a single drawer left ever so slightly open. You roll over 
onto your elbow and tug the wooden handle, revealing the blessed treasures of measured tradition. 

A red leather Holy Bible Placed by the Gideons, affectionately known as Gideon’s Bible. It looks fairly 
new, unburdened by the clammy palms and rubbing thumbs of those who seek its counsel. Its 
uninterrupted shine beckons boldly, inviting you to indulge the printed doctrine folds, to revel in the 
weight of silken paper, to become anything and everything that you currently are not. 

You flick through the gold-trimmed pages, coming to rest on the contents for suggested verses, based on 
specific struggles. Scanning the alphabetised list, you skim past adultery, anxiety, bereavement, 
confidence and quickly land on the fifth struggle: ‘Confusion when staying at a Premier Inn’. The verse 
suggested is Exodus 20: 12-15. 

  



“Honour thy father and thy mother: that thy days may be long upon the land which the LORD thy God 
giveth thee. 

Thou shalt not kill. 

Thou shalt not commit adultery. 

Thou shalt not steal.” 

  

The tiny red book rests uncomfortably in your hands. If anything, you are more confused. It might be a 
misprint, so you clasp it shut and quickly shove it into your right trouser pocket, the packet of hula hoops 
still sitting snugly in the left. The TV has moved onto an advert break, fluctuating wildly between routine 
endorsement of cars, perfumes, food and films. It has just wrapped up the exhaustive list of new iPhone 
features (including an extra camera) when the screen briefly hits static and fills with jittery rainbow 
flecks. 

The next advert opens on a boy walking through his village with a toy cow. He meets his friend, then 
returns home. When his mother asks where the cow is, he replies that he swapped it for some beans, 
saying they are special beans. He holds out a blue tin of Heinz Baked Beans, which his mother is pleased 
with, as they count towards one of his five a day. 

The next advert starts with a boy drawing a picture of a clown. He says that he would like to be a clown 
one day. Then a little girl draws a cat, saying that she would like to play with the cat. The final shot is of a 
box of Crayola crayons – they work on brains, not batteries. 

The next advert begins with the interior of a coach, in which sits Lenny Henry, dressed in golfing clothes. 
He says: “What do you get at the end of a week? A weekend.” He goes through the types of weekends – 
boys ones, girls ones and dirty ones (although by dirty he means muddy). He then says: “Whatever your 
weekend, make the most of it. With king-sized beds, hundreds of locations, and on-site restaurants…You 
can always rely on a Premier Inn.” 

***** 

The static hits again, and Storage Hunters is back on. This time they’re in Bradford, bidding on a 
container with just one item in it. As the corrugated hatch door rises, you are met with an uncanny sight. 

Your suitcase. Your faulty, red wheelie suitcase. In a self-storage locker on Storage Hunters. 

You know it is yours, because the front left wheel is skewed at an uncomfortable angle, sticking out like a 
compound fracture. The plastic handle shudders in the breeze, unstable and insecure in its bearings. You 
notice the deep-set, scuffed impressions from years of travel. It’s unmistakeably yours. 



Small trickles of dread begin dripping into your mind, spilling amongst familiar fears and drowning out 
reasoning. Fists turgid with rage, you surge off the bed towards the door, flinging it open and stepping out 
into the corridor. You knock sharply on Room 601 – perhaps too sharply, you note, as you shake off your 
knuckles. 

Retired Doctor opens the door almost immediately. Their concern is evident, if unnerving. You decide 
that there’s no point beating around the bush – after all, you’re unlikely to ever meet Retired Doctor 
again. 

“Where is my case?” you demand, taken aback at your own brazenness. 

“Your suitcase?” Retired Doctor echoes, stepping forward and letting the door to Room 601 shut behind 
them. 

“Yes – my suitcase!” you repeat, growing inpatient, “I left it for you to look after when I arrived and now 
it’s gone!” 

“Have you checked your room?” 

“Yes, I’ve checked my damn room! It’s not there – it’s on Storage Hunters!” 

“The television show?” 

“I saw it on there just a minute ago! You’re the only one – “ 

“You think I stole your case and put it on Storage Hunters?” Retired Doctor cuts you off. You pause for a 
second, eyes fixed on the sullen wrinkles of their heavy face. Your confusion attempts to trace the lines of 
labyrinthine conclusions. Nothing makes sense. Breaths quickening and fingers quivering, your dry mouth 
attempts an explanation. 

“I saw it on Storage Hunters, you’re the only one that knew it was mine! You took it, you must have taken 
it…” 

Retired Doctor has approached you and is holding out their forearm as a support for your agitated palms. 
Their eyes are kind, like that of a parent, intimately resting in the recesses of your retention. 

“You’re having a bad dream.” Retired Doctor says calmly. 

“I’m not dreaming, I know I saw my case…” you say, voice drifting with insecurity, “I saw it on the TV.” 

“At what time?” 

“It must’ve been-” you look at your watch, which now reads 6:05 PM, “-I don’t know, around six.” 

“Think about it – was it live?” 



You shake your head. Storage Hunters is never live. It couldn’t be, because they include clips of each 
buyer selling the contents of the locker off-site. 

“You’re having a bad dream,” Retired Doctor repeats, “A nasty dream. But luckily I am a retired doctor.” 

“I don’t need a doctor.” 

Retired Doctor leads you back into Room 602 and onto your bed. The TV has been switched off, and the 
curtains are drawn. 

“Everybody needs a doctor.” 

***** 

You sleep naked, as you still don’t have your suitcase, laying your clothes over the chair by the TV. Their 
slump makes an eerie, perverted shadow against the deep purple wall – it reminds you of all the sprawling 
figures crawling across the dining room fresco, limbs draped in flowing linen fixed in static purgatory. 
The linens that surround you now are coarse, white and stiff. You tug desperately at the corners, which 
have been stubbornly stuffed under the mattress. 

That’s always the way with hotel beds, you think, sighing and turning over onto your back. A tiny 
blemish of red light flickers on and off in the far corner, taunting your dragging consciousness. You feel 
like a seal pup, being toyed with by the killer whale of killing time.  

It’s a familiar sensation… too familiar. Disquiet with flitting deja-vu, you wait silently until it sticks in 
the sudden revelation that you never got your room service. You sit up and flick the bedside lamp on, 
which is brighter than expected. The telephone connects straight to hold music - a pitchy, jarring rendition 
of Happy by Pharrell Williams. You swing both legs off the bed and dangle your bare feet against the 
brush of carpet, twisting the phone cord round your left index finger, comforted by the soft plastic coiling 
grip of connection. Happy by Pharrell Williams is still playing. There’s a long mirror hung vertically on 
the wall that you’re facing, reflecting your swinging feet in the lamp’s mellow glow. You shuffle closer to 
it and absent-mindedly observe the shadowy drops and verges of your face.  

Happy by Pharrell Williams is still playing, so you leave the phone face up and turn on the TV. Good 
Morning Britain is on, and they are discussing the current situation of the world. Again, there doesn’t 
seem to be any way of changing the channel. As you get up to look for a remote, the phone starts ringing. 
The hold must have timed out while you were watching TV.  

“Hello?” you hold the phone to one ear, stretching to turn the TV off. You stretch a bit too far and hear 
the clatter of plastic falling off the bedside table behind you. The entire docking station dangles over the 
edge, held in suspension by the power cord. 

“Hello? Can I help you?”  



The voice is almost certainly Glasses. Having turned the TV off, you grab the docking station and place it 
back on the bedside table. 

“Yeah, I was ringing about my room service,” you reply, sinking onto the bed, “I haven’t had it yet.” 

“It’s dinner time now - shall we expect you in the dining hall?” 

“Uh, yeah, sure. But I’d quite like my room ser-” 

You are interrupted by the disconnect tone. Glasses must have hung up on you. You quickly get dressed 
in yesterday’s clothes, feeling the weight of the Gideon’s Bible in your right trouser pocket, and the 
crinkle of the hula hoops packet in the left. As you open the door, you glance back into the room for any 
sign of your suitcase. Retired Doctor must have taken it. You shut the door behind you, absorbed in the 
thought of a second confrontation. This time you would be firmer, and would request to search Retired 
Doctor’s room. 

The door to Room 601 is already open. You gently push it, and your heart sinks. 

Bed linens lie limply neglected, creases coursing across the floor. Stripped back to flat components, the 
room is barren - now only occupied by a vacuum cleaner loitering in the corner. It is clear that Retired 
Doctor has checked out, and your case is nowhere to be seen. 

You walk down the corridor to dinner. Your watch reads 3:15PM. 

***** 

As you step out into the foyer, a dusky breeze interrupts your waking unrest. Glasses sits at the computer, 
as usual - the faint tapping of their keyboard only just audible over the whirr of air conditioning. 

“Hi.” you approach the desk, imbued with deja-vu. 

“Good evening. How can I help you?” Glasses replies, their face bathed in swathes of digital 
phosphorescence. 

“Uh, I wanted to see if someone had checked out… They were staying in Room 601.” 

Glasses continues to look at you, the glare of the computer screen tirelessly bright. 

“They’re a Retired Doctor,” you add, “I don’t know if that helps.” 

“They’re still here - do you require medical assistance?” 

“No, I’m OK… thanks.”  

You walk towards the dining room, assured that Retired Doctor will at some point need dinner, and that 
you will be there to confront them. Glasses has got up from their desk and follows a few paces behind 



you, creating an uncomfortable sensation - an odd composite of your prior conversations and suspected 
surveillance. You stop upon entering, just under the ceiling fresco, and allow them to catch up to you. 

“Would you like table service?”  

Glasses appears to your right. They’re holding a small notepad in one hand, so you assume that they’re 
your server. You survey the laden tables and chairs in hope of locating Retired Doctor. The shine of 
setting sun against clattering silverware seems to tear through your sight like full beam headlights on the 
motorway. 

“Would you like table service?”  

“Yes, thank you.”  

You tilt your head down, pressing your index finger and thumb into both eyes. Your vision fills with 
oil-spill kaleidoscopic brilliance. Glasses pulls out a vacant chair, sits you down and walks away, leaving 
your splitting head to regain reality alone. 

Only you’re not alone. Sitting opposite, bearing their same crowded grin, is Parent’s Child. They stare at 
you as if they’re not smiling, eyes deadened… unmoving… empty. 

“I couldn’t get your crayons.” You blurt, voice unexpectedly shaking. The pain across your face has 
dulled slightly, and your attention has moved to the uncomfortable twinge in your stomach. You reassure 
yourself that it’s just hunger - after all, it’s been a while since you last ate. You think about eating the hula 
hoop in your pocket, but decide against it. 

“Why did you not bring me crayons?” Parent’s Child asks, a small crease appearing along the bridge of 
their nose. 

“I tried - I just… I just couldn’t.” 

“Why are you upset?” 

“I’m not upset, I’m just-” 

“You are upset because you are crying.” 

“Crying?” you draw one hand up, brushing your cheek with shaking fingertips. They come back visually 
wet and slick with sweat and tears. The liquid coating is so smooth - so fluid that you struggle to 
comprehend where you end and it begins. Your vision clouds with brimming downpour and dapples of 
defensive efforts to stay afloat amidst the quickening drips of dread.  

“Would you like a menu?”  



Glasses is back, now wearing a serving apron around their waist. To your surprise, Parent’s Child takes 
the lead, reaching out for two menus with their tiny, hammy hands. They pass the first to you and begin to 
peruse their own. You follow suit, holding then unfolding the thick, emboldened card. 

The font inside is familiar, as are the menu items. There’s pizza, pasta, salads… and it’s only when you 
reach the ‘Starters and Sides’ section that you recognise where you’ve seen this all before. It’s the Pizza 
Express menu. From the Romana Margherita to the Coppa Gelato, your mind is overwhelmed with blue 
and white striped marble clinking glasses parties abstract commercial art that brought you here to be 
amongst a sea of crying echoed voices, flying flour and pressured choices. 

“Can I get you something to eat?” 

Glasses is back again, holding a notepad and a small pen in one hand, pouring white wine from the bottle 
with the other. They fill up your glass first, then Parent’s Child’s. You hold one shaking arm out - a 
hollow revolt that’s met with indifference on both sides. Once the wine has been outpoured, the question 
is repeated: 

“Can I get you something to eat?” 

Glasses looks at you expectantly, resting the empty bottle with pressure on their leg, gesturing your effort. 
You glance down at the menu again, stress mounting with each pressing second, each eye bearing in on 
you, wearing you like a new skin - living and writhing amongst your frontal lobe, digging for decision. 
Your building panic is mitigated only by how hungry you’ve become… Hungry for starched, beige 
carbohydrates. 

“Could I get the Dough Balls?” you ask, taken aback by the drought in your mouth. The crisp white wine 
provides welcome relief, soaking the recesses of your taste and flooding your tunneled throat.  

“And for your company?” Glasses asks, indicating that you order for Parent’s Child.  

“What would you like?”  

“I will have what you are having.” 

“Ok, two Dough Balls please.” 

“May I suggest the Dough Balls Doppio?” Glasses leans over and points at the menu, “They’re double the 
serving for a slightly lower price, and you get both salsa and pesto dipping sauces along with the original 
garlic butter.” 

“Yes please.” Parent’s Child speaks for you. 

Glasses makes a quick note, picks up the menu and walks away. From behind, they look exactly like a 
relative of yours, although you cannot remember who, or even if they are close or distant. As Glasses’ 
own distance increases, your appetite closes in.  



“What about my crayons?” Parent’s Child asks. 

“I couldn’t get any,” you reply, noticing the frown brewing across their forehead, “I could ask again if 
you’re desperate.” 

“No. I do not crave crayons anymore.” 

“Ok…”  

“He doesn’t have your suitcase, you know.” Parent’s Child says. 

“What?” 

“He doesn’t have it.” 

“Who doesn’t have it? How did you know about that?” you lean closer to Parent’s Child, troubled rage 
bubbling over. 

“The walls are thin in halls like these, wherein one's secret needs no key.” 

“Do you know where it is?!” 

“With blinded eyes to rooms exiled, confined that no one minds a child.” 

“Stop it! Stop speaking like that!” you reach across the table and grab one of Parent’s Child’s tiny hands, 
taken aback at your aggression but fuelled by the fury unfolding to frenzy, “Tell me where my suitcase is 
right now!” 

“I will tell you after I have eaten.” 

There is a moment of silence, interrupted only by your feverish breathing breaking the shared air. Parent’s 
Child’s face fills your view - the distorted disproportions of it are persuasion enough for you to sit back 
down. You glance at your watch in an attempt to judge how long it will take for the meal to be finished. 
It’s 6:35 now, so you are likely to have your case back by 7… 7:30 at the latest. 

You take another sip of wine, which you’ve now almost finished. As you tilt your head back to reach the 
precious last drops of residue, you notice the fresco sprawled across the ceiling. 

Where once the figures mingled and writhed, they’re now unified in a common action: pointing up at the 
sky. Their dozen outstretched fingers induce an uncomfortable self-awareness within you - the strange 
sensation of looking up at other people looking up. 

Looking down, your Dough Balls Doppio have arrived. They congregate in a neat halo around the three 
dips: pesto, salsa and garlic butter. You snatch one up, keen to get dinner over as quickly as possible. It’s 



too hot to hold. You drop it onto your side plate and pick up the sharp silver knife waiting patiently beside 
it. 

On your first incision, a swarm of locusts erupt from the cooked dough. They stream upwards, then 
assemble in the space between you and Parent’s Child, blocking your view with a haze of brown buzzing. 
You scramble out of your chair, tripping over it as it falls to the ground. The noise is unbearable. They 
smell like bin juice. Between the nibbling, flitting wings sits Parent’s Child - still and unblinking. You 
watch in horror as the locusts descend, crowding round Parent’s Child like seagulls round a dropped chip. 
Before you can react, the swarm lifts Parent’s Child from their chair and carries them upwards. They rise 
above the tables, above the chandelier, infesting and coming to rest on the fresco. 

The painting is complete. Brown smudges of locust corpse cover the muddy earth, embedding beneath the 
feet of the figures who no longer point at empty air. For in the sky, sealed in time and turpentine, is 
Parent’s Child. A white robe clings to their stumpy limbs, wings sprouting from their back - a revolting 
resolution to your residential relations. 

A few seconds pass before you feel the increasing need to vomit. It starts as a familiar twinge in the back 
of your throat, accompanied by the chill of a cold sweat. You attempt to make a dash for the toilet, but it’s 
already too late. Thick juices spew through your mouth’s open grooves, stippled with little bits of food, 
unchewed and imbued with spittle and guilt. Buckling under the force of your own bodily expulsion, you 
lurch into the table. The vomit keeps coming. Your face is under so much pressure that your eyes are 
prised open, bloodshot and watching as you douse the entire table in orange sick. It looks like Heinz 
Baked Beans. 

***** 

“Could you please stop doing that?” The ever-questioning presence of Glasses attempts an interruption. 
By this point, you’re heaving up bitter splatters of bile. This, mixed with the occasional dry heave, proves 
too much for your weakened legs. You stagger into Glasses mid-vomit, coating their apron with the 
contents of your stomach. 

“Could you please stop doing that?” Glasses repeats, “You’re getting acid all over the guests.” 

Now bound to your knees, you lift your aching head to apologise. The clink and clattering of crockery and 
chatting alludes to a room full of people, but what meets your eyes is quite the opposite. Vacant tables and 
vacant chairs, bare of occupying life, void of any guests but yourself. Yet the noise continues - voiceless, 
mouthless noise, permeating the impersonal. 

It’s enough of a shock for you to cease your heaving. Silently compliant, you allow Glasses to lead you 
back into the foyer. They leave you sitting on a low sofa, accompanied by a glass coffee table housing an 
array of today’s news. There’s an interview about something, and a report about something else. Some 
have pictures on. 

Glasses has gone, presumably back into the Dining Hall to clear up your mess. Your watch reads 8PM. Its 
slow tick tricks your open eyes, lids prized apart to follow the rhythmic click of the interim. In the corner 



of your eye, you notice that the elevator dial is coming down. Your breath quickens, picking up where 
your panic left off, paranoia pacing the pathways of your perception, dredging up deja-vu and cold, 
sweating dread. 

The dial stops moving and the elevator clunks to a halt. With all the grandiose of an injured deer, the 
doors shake open. 

From the depths of its industrial interior, out steps Lenny Henry. 

You rise from your seat in shock. As he steps out, one hand remains hidden behind the elevator doors. 
You move towards him, unsure of what you’ll do when you reach his six-foot-three form - a towering 
fortress of entertainment. The lingering taste of acid baked beans grows stronger with your beating 
breaths. Lenny Henry’s eyes flicker up to meet yours, dancing bright under the foyer lights. He looks 
kind… friendly, even. You wonder if he might help you in this trying time.  

His second hand emerges from the elevator. It’s dragging slightly, strained with a weighty burden. First, a 
damaged handle snakes out. Then, the battered, broken body of a suitcase. A red suitcase. Your suitcase. 
Lenny Henry has your suitcase. 

Your former awe now thwarted, all that remains is basic rage. You run full-tilt at Lenny Henry. He turns 
and dashes off down the corridor, away from the foyer, yanking the suitcase along behind him. It jolts and 
spins like a child having a tantrum, refusing to submit to the laws of physics. Your feet quickly thumping, 
blood pumping, muffling into the carpet’s depths - you round the corner, almost caught up with Lenny 
Henry. Suddenly he darts to the right, catching you off guard. You lurch to a halt and turn back on 
yourself, just in time to see the glint of your suitcase zip flickering out into black.  

Slowing down, bound to the impending threat of darkness, you follow the sound of Lenny Henry’s heavy 
breaths. Amidst the lack of light a blue glow blooms, growing bolder as Lenny Henry’s silhouette 
smoothly slips into its depths. Its dancing luminescence drags you under - a trance-like current pulling 
your aching limbs, luring your feet to the cool relief of tile. 

It appears you’ve found the swimming pool. 

It’s empty, except for the body of Parent, floating face-down in the water. Their skin is grey with watery 
decay - past saving.  

“Are you looking for this?” a deep voice cuts over your shoulder.  

You spin around in shock, eyes darting left and right in an attempt to locate its source.  

“Where are you?”  

Your desperate call echoes off the porcelain walls, absorbed in the water and Parent’s sodden ears. 

“Where are you?”  



“I’m at the swimming pool.” Lenny Henry replies, stepping out of the darkened doorway marked 
‘CHANGING ROOMS’, dragging your suitcase behind him. 

“That doesn’t belong to you.” you reply, remaining cautious as you approach him. 

“Finders keepers.” Lenny Henry stands his ground. 

“Losers weepers.” You reply, now less than a metre away.  

His face bathed in a blue sheen, Lenny Henry breaks a frown: 

“Thou shalt not steal.” 

“What?” 

“Thou shalt not steal.” 

“Right, that’s it!” 

You launch yourself at Lenny Henry, attempting to shove him over. He staggers back without falling 
while you grab the suitcase and make a dash for the pool. Before you can get there the wheels buckle. 
You turn to lift the case, but Lenny Henry’s 17 stone form is already charging full force in your direction. 
With his collision you are knocked flying, limbs flailing desperately through the air. Your heels smack the 
floor first, followed by your tailbone, shoulders and skull in an agonizing ripple of impact.  

You have to get up. You need to get up. Prizing your splitting head from the brittle tiling, you rise - ears 
stifled by the cries of sirens, eyes pulsing bright dapples of light. 

Lenny Henry stands by the pool ladder, awaiting your next move. 

As you regain your footing, a familiar crinkle of hula hoops packet fills the chlorinated air. The Gideon’s 
Bible weighs down your pocket, an unbalanced anchor to your conscience. You run at Lenny Henry, this 
time aiming your tackle at his ankles, which catches him by surprise. Your bodies slide over the wet tiles, 
skidding to a halt by the spectator bench. Wrestling for leverage, you scramble on top of Lenny Henry’s 
writhing body. 

“Thou… Shalt… Not… Steal…” he grunts as you tussle. 

“Stop saying that…” you cry, struggling to overpower him with what little weight you have, “I just want 
my suitcase!” 

With a newfound strength, Lenny Henry manages to throw you off. You roll sideways as he desperately 
advances towards the suitcase, now toppled to the ground. You grab his ankles and tug, hooking your feet 
round the chilled metal pool ladder. Lenny Henry slaps the ground and you seize the opportunity, quickly 



clambering over his back and snatching the handle. Lenny Henry’s grazed hands clutch at the wheels, 
stuck in a tug-of-war, clawing for what’s yours. 

“I don’t… want to… hurt you…” you shout between tugs, “You’re a… national… treasure!...” 

“You can always rely on a Premier Inn!” Lenny Henry yells, pushing you over the edge.  

You let go of the suitcase and throw yourself on Lenny Henry’s back, grabbing the Gideon’s Bible from 
your pocket. It opens on the suggested verses page, marked by your last counsel: ‘Confusion When 
Staying at a Premier Inn’. Next in the alphabetical contents of conscience conflicts is a subheading 
marked ‘Combat Cherubim’. It recommends Ezekiel 10: 12-13.  

“Their whole body, their backs, their hands, their wings and the wheels were full of eyes all around, the 
wheels belonging to all four of them. The wheels were called in my hearing, the whirling wheels. And 
each one had four faces.” 

As you attempt to process what you’ve just read, Lenny Henry’s body starts convulsing so violently that 
you are thrown off his back. You stand up abruptly and step away from his body in a half-hearted attempt 
at evading responsibility. The pool’s luminescence pulses blue hues round the room, dappling through 
paddling lagoons to you. You, now noticing that Parent’s body has gone and the water is still. 

Still. Lenny Henry is still writhing around like a fish out of water - a beached whale of a man on the edge 
of a still swimming pool. Then his squirming is distilled and he lies still, eyes open and staring at the still 
water. 

“BE STILL.” A booming voice erupts from its depths, breaking through your quaking ears. From the 
centre of the pool bleeds a concoction of colours, floating away like oil on water, playing with each other 
to form fresh pigments beyond the conceivable. They group in a ring, babbling amongst themselves all 
centred around an empty round. 

From it emerges first a head, then another, and another, and another, all linked to the same neck, all facing 
out into the room. Their body is covered in a surplus of eyes, prized from their skin, blinking out of their 
many limbs. It’s as if someone 3D printed a human from a 2D cut-out. The amoebic myriad rotates to get 
a proper look at you. You recognise one face as Parent, another as Parent’s Child, the third as Glasses and 
the fourth as Retired Doctor. Their four mouths speak as one thunderous voice: 

“BE STILL.” 

“I am still,” you reply, voice breaking slightly. The empty air seems to crackle with static, a build-up of 
white noise and unearthly turbulence, roaring through the void. 

“WHY HAVE YOU BROUGHT ME HERE?”  



“I don’t think I did… I… I just want my suitcase - I just want to go home… I’m so hungry and I feel so 
alone… so fucking alone. Please, just let me take my case and go… Nobody’s helping me here, there’s 
nobody I can rely on-” 

“YOU CAN ALWAYS RELY ON A PREMIER INN.” 

***** 

The carpark stretches out in front of you in all its tarmac glory. The fresh breeze relieves your blossoming 
lungs under the warm smile of summer sun. You hold one hand out to feel the wind weave between your 
fingertips. The other pulls your suitcase, full of your treasure but lighter in the pleasurable waves of a new 
beginning. You walk across to the coach stop and sit down on the bench, resting your suitcase next to 
you. 

It’s 9:25AM, and your coach isn’t until 9:30, so you reach into your jacket pocket for the hula hoops, with 
the thought that there might be a game or something on the packet. There isn’t, but as you hold its silver 
folds your thumb rolls over a potato-ish shape. You open it up to see the only Hula Hoop, nestled snugly 
in the corner, shy to your prying hands. You wriggle one finger through it, fracturing it into splinters of 
starch with your girth. Reminding yourself that they’re made for children, you lift up the packet and tip its 
salty contents into your gaping mouth. 

There isn’t a bin nearby, so you turn to your suitcase, planning to stash it in there. You open it slowly, 
revelling in the satisfying resonance of its zipper. Inside, lie your prize possessions: twenty six collected 
copies of The Gideon’s Bible.  

Now twenty-seven, you think, reaching into your jacket pocket and examining your most recent haul. It’s 
nicer than the rest, in better condition. It might be valuable, but you don’t plan on letting it go. You slip it, 
and your litter, into the nylon lining and close the case back up. 

The strain of the braking engine signals the arrival of your coach. As it reaches you, a pneumatic high 
pitched squish emits its oily lips.  

You haul your broken suitcase up the transitory steps. 

The next Premier Inn is 120 miles away. 

You have plenty of time to rest. 


